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Archives Enterprise Manager



Automating Archives Workflow

 What tools do you use?
 Do your systems talk to each other?
 Do you have records management as well as 

archival responsibilities?
 If you had to move to a new server, platform, 

or database, could your tools move with you?
 When business requirements change in your 

office, do your tools adapt?



Utah State Archives Solution
 History of AXAEM

 Started as a way to automate the creation of retention 
schedules

 Added MARC catalog output, then EAD & EAC
 Tracks microfilm and digitization processes
 Over time, other workflow was automated

 Records officer training and contact information
 Index searching

 Now ingesting electronic records, recording metadata and 
preservation details (under construction)

 Developing map search functionality





Map Searching

 Lots of records creators have some understood 
geographic boundary

 Boundaries change over the years, which may 
not be known by patrons

 Records often have geographic meaning in 
them, which may be a county or even a 
specific street address

 Clicking on a map is an easy way to search



Connecting the Map to AXAEM
 GIS database has the map and the boundary shapes
 AXAEM has the name of agencies and a knowledge 

of what years the boundaries changed.
 Record series are tied to agency names, can drill 

down to digitized items.
 Put the two databases together, and search records via 

map.
 Filter by date, add newspaper/diary/photo collections, 

etc., zoom in to your street, and you can recreate the 
environment as it existed in, say, 1930. 

 Allow the public to add their own content.



Test Drive

 Initial open source release will be approximately 
November 2010.

 Vendor website is www.axaem.com
 Single-user open source license is free
 5-user open source license is mostly free
 Purchase commercial license with open source application 

for $300/concurrent user. Design rights are $1,200 each
 Different support options available

 System documentation is at 
www.archives.utah.gov/axaem/axaem.html.
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